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• The rise of ICOs has raised the ques-
tion of whether cryptocurrencies are 
securities.

• Regulating cryptocurrencies as secu-
rities would affect who can buy, hold, 
deal in, and keep custody of cryptocur-
rencies, and require varying disclosures.

• Regulatory uncertainty is chilling in-
novation and increasing volatility in cryp-
tocurrency markets.

• Regulators should provide clarity on 
how cryptocurrencies fit within existing 
laws by adopting a framework that 
makes a distinction between functional 
cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin, which 
are not securities, and promises of 
cryptocurrencies, which may in some 
cases be securities.

• Securities regulations should only 
apply to promises of cryptocurrencies 
that are marketed as investments and 
tradable on secondary markets before 
they are functional: those that meet the 
Howey test legal precedent for deter-
mining a security.
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In less than a decade, cryptocurrencies have moved from the fringes 
of financial market activity to a $300 billion asset class traded on 
exchanges and owned by mainstream investors. 1 The technology 
underlying Bitcoin and Ethereum has spawned more than 1,600 
new platforms designed to compete with established providers. 2

Yet a great deal of regulatory uncertainty still surrounds cryptocurren-
cies. An unresolved question that has recently gained prominence with the 
advent of ICOs (initial coin offerings) is whether new issues of cryptocur-
rency are disguised securities offerings operating outside of applicable laws. 3 
For example, one former regulator from the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC) has suggested that the second-most-popular crypto-
currency, Ethereum, is a security to which securities regulations should ap-
ply retroactively. 4 However, this view has been recently contradicted by a 
top official at the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), who stated 
that the decentralized nature of the Ethereum network means its crypto-
currency does not fit the established definition of a security.5 

Whether cryptocurrencies are securities affects who can buy and hold 
them, who can deal in them and keep custody of them, and what disclosure 
laws pertain to them. An overzealous application of securities laws to cryp-
tocurrencies could raise barriers to investor access and capital formation, 
which would have a chilling effect on the development of cryptocurrency 
technology and markets. As a sitting regulator recently warned, cryptocur-
rencies’ many novel features can lead policymakers to focus excessively on 
their potential harm rather than on their likely benefits. 6

A clear, reasonable, and appropriate definition of what qualifies as a securi-
ty would allow the market for cryptocurrencies to develop while also enabling 
securities regulators to properly fulfill their mission to protect investors; 
maintain fair, orderly, and efficient markets; and facilitate capital formation. 7
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This paper discusses how cryptocurrencies fit established 
regulatory practice as well as the negative consequences of 
excessive regulation of cryptocurrencies. It puts cryptocur-
rency volatility in the context of business and regulatory un-
certainty. Finally, it proposes a framework to provide greater 
regulatory certainty to market participants and enable the 
growth of this new technology while fulfilling the policy ob-
jectives of the relevant regulatory agencies.

 HOW CRYPTOCURRENCIES WORK
Bitcoin, the world’s first cryptocurrency, is the basis of a 

decentralized payments network. 8 Traditionally, a payment 
going from A to B has required a central intermediary to col-
lect the funds from A and pass them on to B. Bitcoin has no 
such intermediary, relying instead on profit-seeking users to 
confirm transactions. In exchange for using their computing 
resources to help verify that a transaction is truthful, these 
users (called “miners”) receive a transaction fee and newly 
generated bitcoins. 9

Other cryptocurrencies use variations of this peer-to-
peer incentive system to make exchange possible without 
a central counterparty. The crucial feature these currencies 
share is their reliance on a scarce digital token to carry out 
transactions and reward miners for validating them. Bitcoin 
is the token of the Bitcoin network, ether is the token of 
the Ethereum network, and so on. All cryptocurrencies are 
digital tokens.

Another feature common to cryptocurrencies is the use 
of a blockchain: a public ledger that contains the history of all 
transactions made in a cryptocurrency. The term blockchain 
refers to the fact that the ledger is a chain of transaction 
blocks, each validated by a miner. 10 This ledger is immutable 
and available to all users of the cryptocurrency, which makes 
fraud more difficult and increases trust in the network. 11

Digital tokens such as cryptocurrencies enable transac-
tions to take place without intermediaries. They are the 
means for transferring funds between users and the reward 
that other users get for maintaining a truthful ledger in the 
form of the blockchain.

There is no telling to what extent decentralized networks 
such as Bitcoin and Ethereum will displace established inter-
mediaries. Skeptics of blockchain technology argue that high 
transaction fees and long processing times make the Bitcoin 
payment system less efficient than PayPal or Visa. 12 At any 
rate, regulation should not pick one technology over another 
but should instead let the competitive process determine 
which mode of transaction processing wins.

 NEW TOKEN ISSUES: THE 
INITIAL COIN OFFERING

An initial coin offering, or ICO, is the exchange of funds 
for the promise of a digital token for future delivery. Those 
issuing the promise are typically developers who will use the 
funds to create an application on which the token will be use-
ful. ICOs raised $7.1 billion in the first four months of 2018. 13

The promise to deliver a digital token in the future is distinct 
from the token itself, as regulators, including SEC chairman 
Jay Clayton, have recognized. 14 An analogy with traditional 
commodity markets can illustrate the difference: a contract 
whereby a coffee farmer promises the future delivery of coffee 
beans in exchange for money today is clearly distinct from the 
coffee beans themselves, once harvested and delivered. 15

 WHY CRYPTOCURRENCIES 
ARE NOT SECURITIES

In congressional testimony, the SEC chairman recently 
acknowledged that Bitcoin does not meet the definition of 
a security. 16 Commissioner Brian Quintenz from the CFTC 
has also on several occasions spoken in support of the idea 
that cryptocurrencies, once in existence, are not securities 
but commodities. 17 At the SEC, the director of corporation 
finance, William Hinman, expressed a similar view about 
ether in a June 14, 2018, speech, arguing that it is not a se-
curity in its present state, “putting aside the fundraising that 
accompanied [its] creation.”18

The question is not merely of scholarly interest; how it 
is answered will determine (a) which investors can buy and 
hold cryptocurrencies, (b) who can deal in and keep custody 
of cryptocurrencies, and (c) what disclosure and registration 
requirements cryptocurrency issuers must meet.

In general, it is understood that offering securities in-
volves greater regulatory and compliance costs. Whereas 
firms have the option of privately offering securities as a way 
to reduce registration and disclosure requirements, such an 
offering is closed to investors with less than $1 million in net 
worth, or less than $200,000 in annual income. 19

It is indeed difficult to justify a securities designation for 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other cryptocurrencies currently in 
circulation, as they fail to meet the definition of securities 
established by legal precedent. The 1946 Supreme Court rul-
ing in SEC v. Howey defined a security as a contract involving 
(1) an investment of money (2) in a common enterprise (3) with 
the expectation of profits (4) from the efforts of others. 20

As we have seen, Bitcoin and Ethereum are decentralized 
peer-to-peer networks. Buying bitcoin or ether may be an 
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investment of money. It may even involve an expectation of 
profits if the intention of the buyer is to hold the cryptocur-
rency rather than to use it to buy goods and services.

However, one would be hard pressed to argue that a cryp-
tocurrency network is a common enterprise when the roles 
and intentions of its users are so varied. 21 The profits from 
holding and using cryptocurrencies, moreover, do not accrue 
from the efforts of others but rather from the cryptocurren-
cies’ usefulness on the network. Those who most obviously 
profit, namely the miners, do so from their own efforts at 
validating transactions.

In addition to the legal concern that cryptocurrencies fail 
the Howey test, the application of securities laws to crypto-
currency markets would harm their growth. Notably, it would 
preclude ordinary people from enjoying the benefits of hold-
ing and transacting in cryptocurrencies. Designating ether a 
security, as Gary Gensler, former CFTC chairman, has sug-
gested doing, would also create substantial uncertainty on its 
own because many blockchain projects rely on the Ethereum 
network to function. 22

 ARE ICOS SECURITIES?
ICOs can allow startups to raise capital from investors or 

future customers. In certain circumstances, the promises of 
future tokens issued in an ICO may therefore meet the defi-
nition of a security.

The SEC has found that some recent token issues did 
meet the Howey test. In a report released in July 2017, it ruled 
that tokens issued by The DAO, a decentralized investment 
fund operating on the Ethereum platform, were in fact se-
curities. The DAO operated as an investment platform, its 
tokens granting “holder[s] voting and ownership rights [ . . . ] 
proportional to the amount of ether transferred.” 23

In December, the SEC announced that the Munchee token 
was also a security. 24 Munchee, a restaurant review application 
in development at the time, had claimed that its tokens did not 
meet the Howey test because the tokens were meant to be used 
by restaurants and their patrons only and not as an investment 
vehicle. However, the SEC decided that, because Munchee’s 
marketing materials highlighted the tokens’ future appreciation 
and secondary trading, a broader clientele might be enticed to 
acquire them with a “reasonable expectation” of profit. Fur-
thermore, the SEC noted that Munchee marketed principally 
to prospective investors rather than to potential reviewers.

The DAO and Munchee rulings offer insight into the 
circumstances that may lead the SEC to regard an ICO as 
an unregistered securities offering. However, these rulings 

concern only two cases among an estimated 586 ICOs be-
tween May 2017 and April 2018. 25 Absent further evidence 
and statements about the remaining ICOs, the DAO and 
Munchee enforcement actions are aberrations rather than 
the norm. Indeed, it is puzzling that the SEC chairman has 
repeatedly claimed that all ICOs he has seen are securities. 26 
If that is the case, enforcement actions against ICO issuers 
may be expected to increase in the future.

Those two rulings do, on the other hand, highlight the 
present uncertainty associated with digital token issues. In 
the absence of a federal policy, the state of Wyoming has 
sought to provide greater clarity by exempting new tokens 
that can be exchanged for goods and services and are not 
marketed as investments from state securities regulation. 27

Yet one state’s actions, however timely and desirable, can 
have only a small effect when cryptocurrencies are traded 
across state and national borders. Furthermore, even if 
more states undertook measures similar to Wyoming’s, the 
prospect of a more restrictive policy from federal regulators 
would perpetuate policy uncertainty, as federal regulation 
could preempt lighter state-level regimes.

Existing cryptocurrencies are unlikely to meet the Howey 
test. Subjecting them to extensive disclosures and registra-
tion, as required by securities laws, would not only be inap-
propriate but also would hamper the growth of blockchain 
technology. Conversely, some ICOs may qualify as securities 
under certain circumstances. Clarifying what those circum-
stances are would have a number of benefits, including reduc-
ing price volatility induced by the lack of a stable regulatory 
framework for cryptocurrencies.

 HOW UNCERTAINTY INCREASES 
CRYPTOCURRENCY VOLATILITY

Large fluctuations in the price of cryptocurrencies have 
prompted some to claim that token pricing is irrational. 28 Yet 
business and regulatory uncertainty is at least partly respon-
sible for the volatility observed in cryptocurrency markets.

Because cryptocurrencies are a recent phenomenon, their 
market value is subject to significant short-term changes in 
light of new information. For example, depending on one’s 
assumptions about the share of the global remittance market 
that the Bitcoin payment system might claim in the future, 
one bitcoin could be worth anywhere between $200 and 
$20,000. 29 For comparison, the price of bitcoin as of mid-
June 2018 was $6,700.

Rumors and announcements of changes in regulatory 
policy also affect cryptocurrency prices. For instance, when 
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reports began to circulate that Chinese regulators would shut 
down the country’s cryptocurrency exchanges, the price of 
bitcoin declined by 10 percent within a day. 30 A price decline 
of similar magnitude followed the official announcement of a 
ban five months later. 31

Cryptocurrencies are a new and promising technology, 
the benefits of which remain little understood and hotly 
disputed. Policy uncertainty and ambiguous statements by 
financial regulators further complicate an assessment of the 
risks and rewards that ownership of this asset class can bring.

Yet, the answer is not to clamp down on cryptocurrencies. 
Volatility, as long as it is not caused by fraudulent or illegal 
market behavior, is not a regulatory concern. Rather, the goal 
of regulators should be to provide confidence in the stability 
of the regulatory framework by defining how cryptocurren-
cies fit within existing rules. Such regulatory certainty need 
not come at the expense of the accessibility of blockchain 
technology to firms and individuals.

 A CLEAR FRAMEWORK FOR 
CRYPTOCURRENCY OVERSIGHT

A crucial way in which policymakers could increase regu-
latory certainty for cryptocurrencies is by enshrining in pol-
icy the distinction between functional cryptocurrencies and 
promises to deliver cryptocurrencies.

Under this framework, cryptocurrencies already in circu-
lation would qualify as commodities. For contracts promis-
ing the future delivery of a cryptocurrency, regulators should 
distinguish between the following:

 ■ Contracts marketed as investments and tradable on 

secondary markets before the associated applications 
are functional;

 ■ Contracts marketed as advance purchases of a com-
modity not tradable before the launch of the applica-
tion and for which buyers would be refunded if the 
application failed to launch.

Contracts that meet the first set of criteria would appear 
to pass the Howey test and would therefore qualify as secu-
rities. Contracts that fit the second set of criteria would be 
closer to forward contracts because they would involve the 
physical delivery of the cryptocurrency to the contract buy-
er when the application became functional. They therefore 
would not qualify as securities. 32

 CONCLUSION
Policymakers’ concerns about fraudulent practices in 

cryptocurrencies can be addressed without shutting down 
this promising new asset class or subjecting it to onerous 
securities registration requirements. A balanced approach 
would avoid chilling innovation and putting cryptocurren-
cies out of the reach of retail buyers and startups.

Regulators can achieve their objectives by designating 
existing cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin and ether, as com-
modities and by clearly describing the circumstances under 
which contracts for future cryptocurrencies will meet the 
Howey test. This framework would be consistent with legal 
precedent and with recent statements by the relevant agen-
cies. It would also ensure that the technology associated with 
cryptocurrencies will survive to deliver the benefits that 
many people think it will bring.
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